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"A star can 
       never die. 
       It just turns 
            into a smile...."

                 M. J. 

Reality by its points of view.
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among these re-nominated in his honor.

non-profit associations sustained between 
1984 and 1992.

The scream of the raped Earth. Voice of voiceless. The Peter Pan who suspended 
his time to spend it with children and people sick and in need of this world, 
always asking himself "What more can I give?" 

                     A person bigger than his personality   

One award
 
for ‘Most charities

 
supported

 
by a

 
pop star’ in the Guinness

 
Book

 
of

 
World Records in 2000.  
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  dollars for the project  “Usa  for Africa” 
 gathered by the selling of the single 

 song                              written 
together with Lionel Richie in 1985.

“We  are  the World”

more
than

   
dollars gathered by the Heal the World 
Foundation, created in 1992 with the aim 
of ‘Heal the world and save the children’. 
It has been working until 2000 to assure 
the right to life to the entire human race, 
to fight prejudice, racism, every form of 
hate and violence, to speak out against 
and solve the problems of our Earth.

 

- click on the icon
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more
than

http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/UsaForAfrica-WeareTheWorld.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JSPKT8kmwU
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Obviously nobody 
wants to be unhappy. 
But how many worry 
about their neighbours 
not being happy?

Click 
here 

Click on the TV and 
  accept to link 
   to the videos

                 Chronology 
             and description 
                of Michael 
                   Jackson 
                 charitable 
              activities from 
                    1962 to 
                   June 29th, 
                           2009

                                   Awards 
                                    and 
                            recognitions 
                             from 1972 
                           to April 1st, 
                               2004

                     

A message for you 
from the voice of 
Michael Jackson

A speech for the Exeter City 
Football Club in 2002 in support 
of a project dedicated to the sick 
children from AIDS
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Read the english version

from
www.thesilencedtruth.com
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Spell this word well: L-O-V-E, to allow it to 
regain the pure essence of its meaning.
Because the word ‘love’, used by media, by 
us and even the love invoked by the heads 
of the nations and by religions to justify 
wars, is worn out and assumed a symbolic, 
materialistic and abstract connotation. 
We are all searching for love, we become 

we lose it, cynical if we are deceived by it, 
pliable if we miss it. 
Maybe in this ‘ego era’ of ours, the era of the 
‘having’, are we not able to recognize love 
it any more, to understand it, to live it and, 
stressed by the longing to possess it do we  
end up losing it little by little?

was thirsty in a sea of water, a young world
-famous singer was telling that story when he 
visited children in hospitals and orphanages, 

he could open his heart.

Love can’t be possessed, we can only live it. 
Only doing so you can live it on your skin, 
without too many questions, without being 
too demanding. For a moment, think  if our 
system would work on this simple rule, what 
a perpetual exchange of Love it would be!   

Michael Jackson himself, receiving the 
International Artist Award in 1993 told the 
audience that during his travels had learned 
that everywhere in the world, every person 
need to love and to be loved. Because the 
truth is that only love can break down barriers 
of prejudice and ignorance, and can make 
the world as one in the aim of healing it 
and make it a better place to pass on to our 
children that are future of our planet.

I know that you are sneering and thinking 
“To Be To Have. In the end this talk is 

we are not altruistic depriving ourselves 
of love but by sharing it.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1UW2zmEx2M
http://www.thesilencedtruth.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=65&Itemid=59
http://www.thesilencedtruth.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=66&Itemid=60
http://www.thesilencedtruth.com
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Michael presents to you the 
Heal the World Foundation 
and its mission

His life.

of social responsability

Kamikaze of Love

Director Kenny Ortega, 
Michael’s friend tells us 
the star behind the scenes

He thought that celebrity was not to be measured by 
fame but by how one would use all that fame and fortune. 
So he said that it would had been irresponsible, egotistic 
and unconceivable to keep all of it for himself.

 

That was, perhaps, his only great weirdness.





Click on the TV 
  and accept the 
    link to the video

www.sobjective.it
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and when he does, we tend to think that 
it is an easy task for a very rich person. That is 
not true. And this does not change the fact 
that he is actually doing it. And he did it 
unconditionally with international and local 
organizations, anywhere there was the need 

objective data of all the charitable activities 
carried out by Michael Jackson, the speeches 
given in favor of children, to spread ideals of 
peace, love, equality, and acknowledgments 
received from all over the world.

However, the most extraordinary thing that 
he had given was not the money but his time. 
Not many know that before his concerts around 
the world, he would get informed about the 
places he was visiting and try to see if he could 
better them in some way – watch the video of 
a witness, Kenny Ortega – and then he would 
meet the people in need who wrote to him, he 
visited hospitals passing time with sick kids: 
he talked to them, smiled at them, gave toys, 
reassured them, invited them to Neverland – 
please suppress that mischievous chortle and 
don’t even think about that. 

He saved human lives in anonymous way 
spending time with them and not  ‘only’ an 
incredible amount of dollars. 

Visionary. He liked to describe himself that way, with 
pride, identifying in that typology the long view of their 
thinking. Actually, thanks to Jesus Christ above all, and 
to people like Martin Luther King, Gandhi, Mandela, 
Mother Teresa, Malcolm X and even Lady Diana, that the 
world and society can evolve into a better place to live in. 
He was inspired by these “kamikaze of love”, almost all 
persecuted or killed. He read the Bible and tried to 
transform the gifts that God blessed him with, carrying 
out what had become his life purpose.

Click on the TV 
  and accept the 
    link to the video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIog5r0LgcU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTWsEDA0nJI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHLOhVbHWuw
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PeterPan.
In the name of God

“The point of view of a child on the world 
is not generated by an intellectual kind 
of intelligence, but by an intelligence that 
is full of wonder, magic, mystery and 
adventure. In this intelligence, there is 
love, there is trust, there is joy and there 
is beauty. It is the kind of intelligence that 
will heal the world.

I really believe that.”

             of view

Michael Jackson on
 child’s  //  // point of view

.
.

// //

Once he said “I try to imitate Jesus and, no, 
I’m not saying I’m Jesus […] I imitate him 
because he told us to be like children, to love 
children, to be pure like children and to 
become innocent again and look at the 
world with a child’s eye”

             "If not us, 
         then who? 
              If not now, 
                           when?"

“If you want to make the world a better place, 
take a look at yourself and make a change”.

must call ourselves into question and become 
better people without always leaving the 
responsibility on to others, to the politicians, 
etc… Together we must take responsibility 
and act. Us. Now.







A beautiful round 
up of his 

Carnegie Hall.
Michael gave a speech 

of deprived childhood 
on society

Superbowl 1993. An 
extraordinary example 
of the art of a true 
humanitarian soul.

 1993 
Speech at the 
receiving of the 
35° Grammy Awards
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Click on the TV 
  and accept the 
    link to the video



It is true that Michael Jackson has su�ered 
for his deprived chilhood. This su�erance 
made him develop a deep sensibility to the 
su�ering of children all around the world. 
This was a great fortune for them, too often 
not o�cially recognized. During an interiew 
he was asked if his involvement for the 
children’s cause and his relationship with 
them would have been less intense if he 
had a normal childhood and he answered 
"I probably would, but not as much. That's 
why I wouldn't change a thing. Because I am 
happy with the way things are and my caring 
for young people and everything."   

This was the main reason, but other things 
motivated him such as the faith in God, the 
wonder for the lateral thinking typical of 
children, their point of view on the world, 
their humbleness, his belief that to save the 
planet it is essential to save kids before – the 
future adults – from the corruption of our 
society and life styles. These were the reasons 
why he was often surrounded by children 
and cared a lot about their happiness, 
education, health and right to a decent living.

He song it in Man in the Mirror and before 
in “We are the World” when he said “We can’t 
go on pretending day by day that someone 
somewhere will soon make a change”. He 
asked us for that in the song Cry singing 
“I can’t do it all by myself” and he admonished 
us, disappointed, in Earth Song showing what,  
we all had done to our planet. He encourages 
and urges us, a bid for a change of all of us 
for the better, to transform the world together 
and to give it to a new, better generation of 
humans, grown and brought up with love 
and respect. Watch the Earth Song’s video 
and, above all, read the beginning. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bA0aAej8s6M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6-z0TX0X3c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HujNVTmKKE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXHTUz-Czuk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqHbhphln1E
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/MichaelJackson-Cry.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqBbZeEjnyk
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             of view 

Whoopi Golberg

Member of the Congress
honour Michael 

.// //

“Who's Bad?” 
                             or better to say

                          “What is Bad”?

How many among you can tell me the meaning of “Bad” 
and what the song is about? From a little survey it turned 
out that the song title means “mean” and that, in that 
video, Michael is the leader of a street band. And yet, 

foreign languages, I don’t think that was the only reason. 
I believe that the gap was created by the trendy image 
they wanted to give to the pop star in that period, an 
image that didn’t match at all with Michael’s simple 
and good soul.

 

We Are The World - Heal The World - I’ll Be There - Beat It - Black Or White - Be Not 
Always - Hallelujah Day - Man of War - Man In The Mirror - The Lost Children  - Cry 
We Are Here To Change The World - We Can Change The World - Will You Be There  
HIStory - Money - Earth Song - Keep The Faith - Shout - What More Can I Give - Can 
You Feel It - Bad - Another Part Of Me - We’ve Had Enough - Living Together - The 
Eternal Light - Children’s Holiday e People of the World  written and composed by 
Michael Jackson for a Japanese groupe - Bless His Soul  - Jam - Why You Wanna Trip On 
Me  - Little Susie  - On Th e Line -  Hold My Hand with Akon, They don’t care  
about us. Songs not yet realized as                      A Baby Smiles - To The World - There Must Be 
More To Life Than This a duet with  Freddie Mercury - Crack Kills  - Do You Know 
Where Your Children Are? - All My Children.

                                       
                                  Click on the red titles to listen to the songs or watch their videos

Fake nose. Bionic arm. Bleached black. Pedophile. 
Hitler advocate. Homosexual. Extraterrestrial. 
In one word:  Wacko Jacko. 
The parody of the character of a trash Thriller that 
I wanted to throw away in the garbage of ridicule 
together with the ones who created it, with just 
one pitch of ink, right here. 

Are you curious to know witch one?  Find out clicking 
on the videos on the top of the page and…

                                                                        … enjoy!

Bad Part One Bad Part two

on Michael in an open discussion.

Michael’s defence lawyer and the journalist 
who wrote the book “Michael Jackson Conspiracy”

published it on her own because no editor wanted to publish 

Michael was victim of a media conspiracy

  Sheila Jackson-Lee gave a moving and preeminent speech on behalf 
of the House of Representatives and introduced Resolution 600 that
 declares Michael Jackson part of America’s history to honor forever. 
      During the live broadcast, in Italy we couldn’t see it because they 
                                                  aired commercials while she was speaking…

Click on the TV 
  and accept the 
   link to the videos 

 





Click on the TV 
and accept the 
links to the videos
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The tough guy, the ‘bad’ one in slang, was not mean 
at all, as we all understood here in Italy – and, let alone 
the real fans – don’t tell me it isn’t true! 

But if only few of us knew about this, less people know 
that the video of that famous song is an extract of a 
short movie directed by Martin Scorsese and the idea 
for it came from a true and sad story that deeply 
impressed Michael. Here is the plot. 

ghetto and attend college. When he comes back home 
for holidays he has to face his old friends, a band of 
guys that, obviously, didn’t accept him anymore and 
after some mistreating they ended up killing him.

In the short movie Michael changes the ending where 
instead he urges us to change ways of behaving, a direct 
but positive message, hopeful, with a lesson for those 
‘bad guys’ in the end.

But let’s think about it. The jackal press gained a 
lot from these news it was not for our insane 
curiosity. The reader must take his responsibility. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkFiEbg9IT4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOFp43x0Lyo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpbbVSDOrQ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pc9ohiMzU_4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8ZVcKNb2BI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvTZR6n-efY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bj-Psr6PwZ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sd-oMAgbXXM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVuaeZp5qqE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bOeLcy8I00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWHA2CnPtA4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWHA2CnPtA4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJx_9JMP5xI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJx_9JMP5xI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98-zhkm803w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98-zhkm803w
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/MichaelJackson-AnotherPartOfMe.mp3
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/We'veHadEnough.mp3
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/11Jam.mp3
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/AkonfeatMichaeljackson-holdmyhand.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZreFqWieug
http://www.sobjective.it/wp-content/uploads/Musiche/TheLostChildren.mp3
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Moral of the Story
If the life of Michael Jackson could be 
tell in a tale, it would be one of those 
tales where in the end there is a moral 

his. Mine is here in this article that was 
written to be a recognition, a way of 
passing on an important message. 
Each one of us must do his part and I, as 
a person and as a part of a work category 
of people who damaged him too often, 
I would like to start from here. I would 
like to clarify that I am not here to defend 
a person but the values he believed in, 
his ideals, those ways of doing good 

universally approved but not enough 
put into practice, and today more and 
more needed.

The world is dying. The human race 
destructing itself. Unicef, WWF, Green 
Peace, Amnesty International, etc… 
tell that to us.

Michael Jackson was saying that too and 
he seemed a voice out of tune in a choir 
that was not his own. May be we never 
took him for real, we didn’t accept him 
stepping out of his star role. Perhaps 
that was not so gainful for the press.

who will pay the big 

“ I will never stop helping and loving people 
the way Jesus said to. He said "Continue to 
love. Always love. Remember children. 
Imitate the children." Not childish, but 
childlike."

"I would like to be remembered as a person 
who came and brought light to the world, 
some escapism.

Also, as the voice for  the voiceless children, 
because I love them.

I'm living for the children."

Carmen Fiore

www.sobjective.it
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But he walked over all that and succeed in 
leaving us a legacy on which to ponder. So 
now that we are still talking about his debts, 
I am asking to myself,

Deep in his heart he knew, it is the fate of 
visionaries, most of them die being killed, and 
poor. To the idea of a similar end he answered:

debt the world has towards him?
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Carmen Fiore

www.sobjective.it

Songs come all of a sudden. The desire to express a strong emotion, 
the desire to tell the world the life story of a special person, the wish 
to share an important legacy of ideals and values. All those elements 

out having a strong reference point in that person that is now lost 
forever. This is what happened to Daniela De Marchi, a young 
composer living in Milano who, after Michael Jackson passing, wrote 
a tribute song not only to thank him for the strong emotions he 
gave her both as an incredibly talented artist but, above all, for being 

Guiding Star.                            This is the title of Daniela’s song that retrace Michael’s 
hits, a simple and instant thread that describes the singer recalling 
his life through the perception of the fans and the people who loved 
him.

May be due to the strong emotional impact that the song gives to 
listeners, may be for the sweet melody or may be because it is tribute 
in perfect MJ style, Daniela was able to easily involve friends, fans, 
and professional people as a director and a producers, in the 
realization of her video and turning her intimate thoughts into a 

who joined her there is the author Enrico Covilli, the photographer 
Chiara Hughes, Loredana Sampietro the director and author of the 
concept, and the singers Eleonora Gubiani, Susanna Balbarani, 
Wilma Milani, Luca Foglia Leveque, Enula Bareggi, Melissa Stott, Marcel 
Bason and the professional’s network of Sperimenti Media Service.

Italy here outstands for something unique of this kind, may be for 

1st and reached 2000 contacts already, with comments from all 
over the world. Even Michael’s vocal coach, Dorian Holley, and 
other co-workers, were moved by the video and contacted them 
on Facebook to give their praise for the uniqueness of their tribute.

Now that though turned into music and words has become a 
self-produced project looking for a label. The idea is to promote the 
song in Italy and abroad to reach all MJ fans.

Michael used to say that songs come this way, we don’t create them, 
they just come down from heaven. Yes, from up there, that Earth-born 
star that now reached the sky, keeps inspiring Daniela and all of us 
with his smiling twinkle and guide us towards our dreams.

Yes Michael. You’ve changed the world.

Song Tribute

by  Carmen Fiore

Michael J
ackson

 





Click and enjoy the video

Enjoy Jackson’s Nation 
Sing with us Guidi ng Star   

 
and the words of our tribute  
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRc8CrpgASM
http://www.jacksonsnation.com/
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Carmen Fiore
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Poem Tribute

We are Jackson’s Nation
the innocent part of us

once hoping and dreaming
Is now gone

We believe who believed

We have witnessed
fame and dust
we have seen

senseless aggression
A Water drop falling on a stone

Unceasing
Till the agony

The great illusion
Life

Gives way
To the great conundrum
You are the air we breath

Murmur of the hearth
Voice at nightfall

Jolly sound of a child’s rattle
The keepers of time
bring you to History

where the dull atom of evil
won’t torment you

Us, Thought, Hart, soul
Us, cross generation to this age

Us, exiled dreamers
Share the same thoughts

But we don’t blend in the crowd
We speak the same language

But our state doesn’t have borders
We are Jackson’s Nation

By Lorena Sampietro

Guiding Star is spiritually linked to Jackson Nation, a poetic 
tribute that can be considered its concept and is all about a 
sense of belonging that the fan feels to an imaginary nation 

language of tolerance. A Nation without borders.

OFFICIAL SITE
http://www.jacksonsnation.com

FACEBOOK
http://www.tinyurl.com/jacksonsnation

TWITTER
http://www.twitter.com/jacksonsnation

by Carmen Fiore
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